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HOW TO BEA
BODHISATTVA

How do we respond to life appropriately, with compassion and skillfulness?
This is our challenge os human beings. The bodhisattva practices,
says Zen teacher REB ANDERSON, give us a roadmap.

A MONK ONCE ASKED lhcancientChineseZcn
master Yunmen, "What is the teaching of the whole
lifetime ofBuddha?" Yunmc.n replied, "An appropri·
ate response.•
These words are simple, but it is often difficult
moment by moment to realize an appropriate
response to the complex and turbulent world in
which we live. Fortunately, there are le'dChings and
practices to show us the way in this great endeavor.
I believe the six heroic practices of bodbisartvas,
known as the pammitas, or transcendent perfections,
represent the appropriate response of the buddhas.
lhese praclices invite us to enter the mind of

buddha. 'I hey are based on the bodhisattva vow to
become buddha in order to benefit and liberate aU
living beings.
lhe six great paramita practices ofbodhisattVa
heroes and heroines of enlightenment are called gen
erosity, ethical discipline, patience, heroic effort, con
centration, and wisdom. These practi .ces are methods
of training bodhisattvas to leap beyond duality,
suffering, and delusion, while also leaping beyond
enlightenment. 'Jhese great, transcendent practices
arise in communion with buddha. The.y are a path of
training in being fully ourselves and allowing thi.ngs
to be fully themselves. from that fullness, an appro•
priate response comes forth. These teachings help us
to understand the dynamism and vitality within the
stillness and the silence of the buddbas.
Bodhisattvas arc beings like us who aspire to the
unsurpassed, complete, perfect awakening that is

buddhahood. Bodhisattva is a Sanskrit word fre
quently translated into English as "enlightening
being;' or "the mind of awakening." One Tibetan
translation of bodhisattva, however, is "enlighten
ment hero."
In Sanskrit, the six bodhisatt,•a practic.es arc
called the six paramitas, which is commonly trans
lated as the "six perfections.• lhe word paramita
literally means "going beyond." '!his going beyond
can be taken in various ways. It may be understood
as going beyond suffering. Another sense of it is that
the paramitas go beyond themselves and beyond our
ideas of what they are. lhrough them we transcend

both the world and our ideas of practice.
'the paramitas invite us to tra.in in i.1mumerable
ways in order to become thoroughly and completely
ourselves. 1his may seem ironjc because \•le usu
ally think we are already ourselves when we begin
this path of the heroic bodhisa11vas. llut we don't
understand wbat it means to be fully ourselves, and
therefore, we do need training. When we are fully
ourselves, we sec that our lives arc fragile and that
we can be tender with our fragile lives. When we are
tender, our lives do not bccome less fragile. Rather,
through our deep acceptance that life is fragile, the
door to an appropriate response opens. This is the
door to the activity of wisdom.
V\fhen we meet things in this way, we are :ible to

respond to things as they arc. We arc generous with
our lives. We are also careful, gentle, tender, mind
ful, patient, relaxed, open, and undistractcd. Even in
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